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Contact Casey Griffiths
Please complete the online form below to submit your question, comment or suggestion.
Your Contact Information
First and Steve Foley
Last
Name:*
Email
sfoley@wi.rr.com
Address:*
Phone
262-408-1977
Number:*
Questions or Comments
Subject:
Reinders Property Proposal
Comment: Dear Mr Griffiths, I have long anticipated the redevelopment of the Reinders' property but was completely
caught off guard with the proposal of a massive apartment complex, something that just does not fit Elm
Grove. I have concerns about the density of this transient housing project and the lack of any retail or
benefit to current Elm Grove residents. I strongly oppose Village financing or tax credits as well or any
easements to try to develop surface area than DNR standards may allow, we should now or lessons of
flooding. In fact, this project runs counter to the historical vision of Elm Grove as being as rural feeling a
suburban community can be. Whatever is placed at this site will forever alter downtown Elm Grove and I
demand something more beneficial to the community at large than a massive, mid-market appearing
rental project and would prefer a mixed use project with higher end owner/occupied units and retail. I am
one of the many Elm Grove natives who returned to "The Grove" after college to raise my family here
knowing the advantages of space and little crowding. Lets make something here that makes Elm Grove
better. Best Regards, Steve & Carla Foley 13400 Wrayburn Rd Elm Grove, WI 53122 262-408-1977
* indicates required fields.
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Email Address:: sfoley@wi.rr.com
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Subject:: Reinders Property Proposal
Comment:: Dear Mr Griffiths,
I have long anticipated the redevelopment of the Reinders' property but was completely caught off guard with
the proposal of a massive apartment complex, something that just does not fit Elm Grove.
I have concerns about the density of this transient housing project and the lack of any retail or benefit to current
Elm Grove residents. I strongly oppose Village financing or tax credits as well or any easements to try to
develop surface area than DNR standards may allow, we should now or lessons of flooding. In fact, this project
runs counter to the historical vision of Elm Grove as being as rural feeling a suburban community can be.
Whatever is placed at this site will forever alter downtown Elm Grove and I demand something more beneficial
to the community at large than a massive, mid-market appearing rental project and would prefer a mixed use
project with higher end owner/occupied units and retail.
I am one of the many Elm Grove natives who returned to "The Grove" after college to raise my family here
knowing the advantages of space and little crowding. Lets make something here that makes Elm Grove better.
Best Regards,
Steve & Carla Foley
13400 Wrayburn Rd
Elm Grove, WI 53122
262-408-1977
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